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T
he motion of synthetic microscale
objects is of considerable fundamen-
tal and practical interest and has thus

stimulatedmajor research efforts over the past
decade1�11 in connection to diverse potential
applications, ranging from targeted drug
delivery12,13 to environmental remediation.14

Particular recent attention has been given to
chemically powered catalytic nanowires,2�4

spherical Janus micromotors,15�17 and tubular
microengines18�22 that exhibit autonomous
self-propulsion in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide fuel. Unfortunately, the requirement
of the hydrogenperoxide fuel greatly impedes
many practical applications of catalytically pro-
pelled micro/nanoscale motors.23 Other fuel
sources are thus highly desired for diverse real-
life applications of nanomotors. Liu and Sen
describedaCu�Ptbisegmentnanowiremotor
using dilute aqueous Br2 or I2 solutions as
the fuel,24 while Gao et al. illustrated acid-
driven tubularmicroenginesbasedon the zinc-
induced formation of hydrogen bubbles.25

Particularly attractive would be new micro/
nanomotors that can harvest energy from
their own surrounding environment, i.e., use
the sample matrix itself as their fuel source,
thus obviating the need for adding external
fuels. Realizing this important goalwill require
the identification of newmotor compositions
and catalytic reactions.
This article describes the first example of

a water-driven microscale motor. To accom-
plish the goal of generating the bubble-
thrust essential for an efficient autono-
mous movement, we have focused here
on the water-splitting reaction that gener-
ates hydrogen bubbles. One of the promis-
ing approaches to produce hydrogen involves
the use of aluminum to reduce water to
hydrogen:26�29

2Al(s)þ 6H2O(aq) f 2Al(OH)3(s)þ 3H2(g)

However, the utility of this reaction process is
strongly hindered by a rapidly formed oxide
passivation layer on the Al surface.29 This
problemcanbe addressedbyusing aluminum
alloys, especially with gallium, indium, or
tin.30�32 In particular, using the Al�Ga system,

liquid Ga rapidly penetrates into the solid Al
along its grain boundaries in a process known
as liquid metal embrittlement.32 The surface
diffusionofGa is responsible for the removal of
the reaction-hindering Al oxide film, thus dra-
matically promoting the aluminum�water re-
action. The presence of such a liquid phase
in the alloy microstructure thus leads to a
continuous generation of hydrogen, making
Al�Ga alloys attractive candidates for design-
ing water-drivenmicromotors. Unlike violently
hydrogen-generating alkali metals, such as
sodium and potassium, aluminum alloys offer
greater stability and much lower costs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to use the hydrogen-releasing
reaction between aluminum alloys and
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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate the first example of a water-driven bubble-propelledmicromotor that eliminates the

requirement for the common hydrogen peroxide fuel. The new water-driven Janus micromotor is

composed of a partially coated Al�Ga binary alloy microsphere prepared via microcontact mixing of

aluminum microparticles and liquid gallium. The ejection of hydrogen bubbles from the exposed

Al�Ga alloy hemisphere side, upon its contact with water, provides a powerful directional propulsion

thrust. Such spontaneous generation of hydrogen bubbles reflects the rapid reaction between the

aluminum alloy and water. The resulting water-driven spherical motors can move at remarkable

speeds of 3 mm s�1 (i.e., 150 body length s�1), while exerting large forces exceeding 500 pN. Factors

influencing the efficiency of the aluminum�water reaction and the resulting propulsion behavior and

motor lifetime, including the ionic strength and environmental pH, are investigated. The resulting

water-propelled Al�Ga/Ti motors move efficiently in different biological media (e.g., human serum)

and hold considerable promise for diverse biomedical or industrial applications.

KEYWORDS: micro/nanomotor . water . propulsion . Janus particles .
aluminum�gallium alloy . hydrogen generation
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water, we have designed spherical bubble-propelled
Janus micromotors based on coating one side of an
Al�Ga microparticle with a titanium layer (Figure 1).
The new micromotors have an average diameter of
20 μm and can be propelled at a very high speed of
3 mm s�1, corresponding to 150 body length s�1. Such
fast movement reflects the net momentum associated
with the detachment of hydrogen bubbles (from the
exposed Al�Ga side), which leads to a directional
propulsion thrust, analogous to the oxygen-bubble-
propelled, peroxide-driven, Pt-based Janus micro-
motors.15 In the following sections we will describe
the preparation of such water-propelled Al�Ga/Ti
Janus microparticles and discuss their locomotion
behavior (speed, lifetime, directionality, etc.) under
different experimental conditions (media, pH, and
ionic strength).
The spherical Al�Ga/Timicromotorswere fabricated

through the simple sequential process illustrated in
Figure 2. Aluminum particles (average size 20 μm) and
liquid gallium (at 80 �C) are spread onto separate glass
slides at a 1:1 mass ratio (a). The two slides were then
pressed and kept together for 1 h at 80 �C, allowing
formation of the Al�Ga alloy via microcontact mixing
(b). During this period, gallium penetrated into the
aluminum particles to form the outer alloy layer. The
slides were then separated with the Al�Ga micropar-
ticles remaining on one of the surfaces (c). Subse-
quently, one side of the particles was coated with a
titanium layer via e-beam evaporation to form the
asymmetric Janus microstructure (d). After brief soni-
cation in 2-propanol, the micromotors were released
from the glass slide and dispersed into 2-propanol (e)
for storage until use.
The resulting Janusmicromotors were characterized

by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis. The EDX
data of Figure 3 illustrate the distribution of gallium,
aluminum, and titanium within the Janus spherical
micromotor. It indicates that gallium has penetrated
into the grain boundaries of the aluminum particle (via
liquid metal embrittlement), while aluminum has dis-
solved into the liquid gallium coating, forming an
Al�Ga alloy layer over the entire surface. The EDX
and SEM data also show that the outer titanium layer
covers slightly more than half of the particle, as desired
for facilitating the bubble ejection from the opposite
(exposed Al�Ga) side and creating a directional pro-
pulsion thrust.
X-ray fluorescence analysis was used for estimating

the Ga/Al composition ratio of the micromotor. The
spectrum of SI Figure 1 indicates mass and atomic Ga/
Al ratios of ∼3:7 and 14:86, respectively. These ratios
correspond to a lower fraction of gallium in the parti-
cles than originally used during their preparation,
reflecting the gallium portion remaining on the glass
slide after the microparticle removal (Figure 2; step d).

Figure 4 illustrates the ultrafast propulsion of an
Al�Ga/Ti micromotor in ultrapure water. It shows
time-lapse images, taken from SI Video 1, over a 300 ms
period. A long tail of hydrogen bubbles generated
on one side of the micromotor is clearly observed,

Figure 1. Schematic image of a water-driven hydrogen-
propelled Al�Ga/Ti micromotor. The dark hemisphere
(right) represents the Al�Ga alloy, while the green area
(left) corresponds to the asymmetric Ti coating on one side
of the sphere.

Figure 2. Fabrication of water-driven Al�Ga/Ti micromo-
tors: coating separate slides with liquid gallium and alumi-
num particles (a), alloy formation by microcontact mixing
of the aluminum particles and “liquid” gallium (b), detach-
ment of the slides (c), coating one side of the Al�Ga
particles with a Ti layer by e-beam evaporation (d), and
separation of the individual micromotors by sonication in
2-propanol (e).
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reflecting the rapid spontaneous reaction of aluminum
with the surrounding water. The average diameter of
these ejected hydrogen bubbles is around 10 μm. The
fast production of small bubbles and the steady motor
propulsion are also clearly illustrated in the corre-
sponding video. Such bubble generation imparts the
strong momentum that propels the micromotor for-
ward in a relatively straight path. This leads to a
remarkable speed of 3 mm s�1, which corresponds to
150 body length s�1. This represents a very large drive
force of over 500 pN, based on the drag force for a
spherical colloid (equals the drive force), F = 6πμav,
where a is the radius of the sphere, v is the speed of the
micromotor, and μ is the viscosity of water.15 Such
speed and force are significantly higher than those
reported for common (peroxide-driven) catalytic Janus
particles.15�17

Various control experiments, illustrated in Figure 5
and corresponding SI Video 2, were used to demon-
strate the crucial roles of the “liquid” phase of the
Al�Ga microparticles and of the sputtered Ti layer in
the observed directional propulsion. For example, no
bubble generation is observed in Figure 5a for the plain
Al microparticle, as the presence of an oxide passiva-
tion layer (expected in the absence of Ga) hinders the
Al reaction with water.30,31 Similarly, no directional
movement is observed in Figure 5b and SI Video 2
for an Al�Ga alloy particle, without the partial Ti coat-
ing, owing to the symmetric generation of numerous
hydrogen bubbles from the entire surface. In contrast,
a clear directed movement is observed in Figure 5c for
the partially covered microparticle, reflecting the
asymmetric bubble generation associated with the

effectiveness of the Ti layer in blocking the aluminum�
water reaction.
The liquid phase of the Al�Ga particles;essential

for the aluminum�water reaction32,33;is readily ob-
tained by heating the particles during the preparation
process (described previously), as the melting point of
the resulting alloy is lower than room temperature.33

This liquid phase of the Al�Ga alloy is developedwhen
small amounts of solid Al dissolve into the liquid Ga
occupying the outer particle layer. It is this solvated Al,
present in the liquid phase, that reacts readily with
water32 at the motor�solution interface, generating
hydrogen bubbles. As this localized Al is dissolved and
depleted during the reaction, additional Al from the
interior solid part dissolves into the outer Ga layer to
restore the liquid-phase equilibrium. Eventually, this
process depletes the solid Al at the center of the
particle. The generation and ejection of the hydrogen
bubbles leads to the removal of the passivating Al(OH)3
layer formed at the surface of the liquid phase. The
melting point of the Al�Ga alloy depends on the
specific Al/Ga ratio in the particle; for the Al/Ga ratio
employed in this study, the alloy remains in the liquid
phase at room temperature,33 which is essential for
the aluminum�water reaction and continuous motor
operation.
The micromotors maintain a similar propulsion be-

havior (with a speed of around 3mm/s) in weak acid or
base solutions of pH values ranging frompH 4 to pH 10,
reflecting the fact that these media have a limited
effect upon the efficiency of the aluminum�water
reaction.34 However, in strongly acidic or alkaline
media (pH < 2 or pH > 12, respectively), different

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy results showing the
distribution of Ga, Al, and Ti in the Janus Al�Ga/Ti micromotor.
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hydrogen generation reactions take place, reflecting
the amphoteric properties of the aluminum and alu-
minum oxide.35 It is well-established that strong acids
and bases are able to destroy the protective oxide layer
on the aluminum surface to facilitate different hydro-
gen generation pathways.35 This is also supported by
additional experiments illustrating significantly longer

motor lifetimes (of over 5 min) in pH 0 or pH 14
compared to the limited lifetime and hydrogen yield
observed under mild environments.
The influence of the salt (chloride ion) concentration

upon the water-driven movement was also examined.
Figure 6 illustrates the motion of the Al�Ga/Ti micro-
motor in sodium chloride solutions of different con-
centrations (10�1000 mM). These images clearly
indicate that the efficiency of the micromotors de-
creases as the salt concentration increases. Accord-
ingly, the speed of the micromotor is reduced from
3000 μms�1 without the salt to 1300 and 100 μms�1 in
10 mM and 1 M NaCl solutions, respectively. The
increased salt concentration leads to a lower bubble
frequency and a larger bubble size, reflecting the lower
reaction rate (i.e., slower Al dissolution) in the salt-rich
media. As expected,21 such larger bubble size and
lower frequency lead to a slower propulsion speed.
The slower hydrogen evolution at higher NaCl concen-
trations leads also to longer motor lifetimes of up to
5 min. It has been shown that chloride ions readily
penetrate the oxide layer formed on the Al surface
upon contact with water, resulting in local Al dissolu-
tion (under the oxide film) through a pitting corrosion
process.29,36,37 The pitting corrosion of Al leads to
“blisters” that fill with hydrogen gas and water as they
rupture. As illustrated in SI Figure 2b and the corre-
sponding SI Video 4, the Al�Ga/Ti micromotor can
move even in a 3M sodium chloride solution at a speed
of 45μms�1 without adding any surfactant. In contrast,
no obvious bubble generation and movement are
observed upon exposing Janus Al/Ti microparticles
(without Ga) to 3 M sodium chloride (SI Figure 2a). In
addition, no obvious movement was observed using
the Al�Ga/Ti microparticle in sodium sulfate solutions
(containing more than 0.5 M salt), reflecting the in-
hibited aluminum�water reaction by sulfate ions
(compared to the chloride ions).38

The lifetime of the Al�Ga micromotor can range
from a fewminutes down to a few seconds, depending
on the size of the Al particle, surrounding solution,
temperature, and preparation process, which influence

Figure 4. Water-driven Al�Ga/Ti micromotor: time-lapse
images, taken from SI Video 1, illustrating the motor
propulsion at 0, 100, 200, and 300 ms intervals. Scale bar:
100 μm. Medium: ultrapure water containing 0.05% Triton
X-100.

Figure 5. Control experiments (taken fromSI Video 2) using anAlmicroparticle (a) and anuncoatedAl�Ga alloymicroparticle
(b) compared to an Al�Ga/Ti micromotor (c). Media: pure water with 0.1% Triton X-100. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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the aluminum�water reactivity and Al mass. For ex-
ample, the longer lifetime of 5minwas observed in 3M
sodium chloride solutions using 20 μm diameter
Al�Ga/Ti microparticles prepared by alloying the Al
for one week (to increase the amount of Al involved in
the hydrogen generation32). Additional parameters,
such as the temperature, Al grain size, strain rate, stress,
and exposure time to the liquid metal prior to testing,
could also influence the reaction efficiency and lifetime
of Al�Ga/Ti micromotors.
The new Al�Ga alloy micromotor can operate in

different environments. For example, the images in
Figure 7 (along with SI Video 5) illustrate the efficient
propulsion of the new micromotors in pure water,
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) buffer, human serum,
and cell culture media. The speed decreased from 3
mm s�1 in pure water to 1200, 600, and 500 μm s�1 in
the cell culture media, PBS, and human serum, respec-
tively. Such slower speeds reflect the increased envi-
ronmental viscosity in these media. Protein fouling of
the motor surface may also contribute to the substan-
tially slower speed observed in human serum. Yet, even
the slowest speed (observed in serum) corresponds to a
very high relative speed of 15 body lengths s�1. This
efficient locomotion in various biological media holds
great promise for future practical applications.
Further improvements in the propulsion of Al-based

alloy motors are expected by replacing the current
binary Al�Ga alloy with ternary Al�Ga�In or quatern-
ary Al�Ga�In�Sn alloys. The total percent hydrogen-

gas yield increases sharply from 3�8% (for the Al�Ga
alloy) to around 80% (using Al�Ga�In�Sn), reflecting
a higher Al fraction involved in the reaction.32 Such
efficient gas generation would allow the water-driven
motor to sustain movement over extended periods.
The lower hydrogen yield of the binary alloy is con-
sistent with the observations of short motor lifetimes
(of less than a minute) in pure water, as only a very
small portion of the motor is involved in the reaction
with water. Additional experiments have thus been
performed toward micromotors based on the ternary
Al�Ga�In alloy. Yet, because of the high reactivity and
low stability of the Al�Ga�In alloy, the microparticles
reacted with the water vapor in the air immediately
after their preparation. Such fast reaction could be
clearly observed by a gradual color change of the
particles and from the growth of oxidemicrostructures
on the particle surfaces. The reaction of these water-
vapor-exposed Al�Ga�In/Ti particles in aqueousmed-
ium lasted over two minutes, compared to Al�Ga/Ti
particles, reflecting the overall higher hydrogen yield
of the ternary alloy. Preparing and storing ternary or
quaternary alloy micromotors in an inert environment
should lead to more sustained motor lifetimes.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first example of chemically
powered micromotors propelled autonomously using
water as the sole fuel source. While the water-splitting
reactionwasusedbefore todrivebipolar-electrochemical

Figure 6. Influence of the salt (sodium chloride) concentration upon the propulsion of the Al�Ga/Ti micromotor. Images
taken from the corresponding SI Video 3. Conditions: as in Figure 5c.

Figure 7. Movement of Al�Ga/Ti micromotors in various media: water, PBS buffer (pH 7.0), human serum, and cell culture
medium (taken from SI Video 5). Scale bar: 100 μm. Conditions: as in Figure 5c.
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macroscale motors under an external electrical field,10 it
has not been used for the locomotion of self-propelled
chemically powered micromotors. The water-splitting
reaction, involving Al�Ga alloys, has been used for
realizing such water-driven microscale motion, with the
reaction and propulsion efficiencies improving via the
liquid metal embrittlement in the Al�Ga system. The
presence of such a liquid phase in the alloy micro-
structure facilitates the continuous hydrogen-generating
reactionbetweenaluminumandwater.Wehavedemon-
strated that the resulting water-driven Al�Ga/Ti micro-
motors can swim in water at 150 body lengths
per second, as well as in biological media such as
human serum. Further improvements in the propulsion

behavior are expected by enhancing the alloy reactivity
via a judicious control of its microstructure and compo-
sition. New water-splitting catalytic reactions and ma-
terials, offering extended motor lifetimes and/or higher
efficiency, are also highly desired for futurewater-driven
nanomotor operations. The new water-driven motion
capability should greatly expand the scope of applica-
tions and environments of chemically powered nano-
machines. In particular, thesewater-drivenmicromotors
could have a profound impact on diverse biomedical or
industrial applications of micromotors, ranging from
targeted drug delivery to microchip diagnostics, where
the use of the common peroxide fuel is not desirable or
possible.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of Al�Ga/Ti Micromotors. The micromotors were pre-
pared using aluminum microparticles (average 20 μm size,
Alpha Chemicals, Hollister, MO, USA) as the base particles.
Aluminum particles were spread onto a glass slide, while
gallium (catalog #263265, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA)
was melted at 80 �C and spread onto another glass slide, at a
level corresponding to a mass ratio of 1:1 (Al:Ga). The two slides
were pressed together andmixed until the particleswere evenly
distributed and well-coated. Then, the particles were kept for
1 h at 80 �C. The alloy particles were coatedwith a titanium layer
at 2.5 Å/s for 200 nm using a Temescal BJD 1800 e-beam
evaporator under a pressure of 1� 10�7 Torr. After sonicating
the slides briefly in 2-propanol, the micromotors were released
from the glass slide and dispersed into 2-propanol. The motors
were stored in the pure 2-propanol solution until use. This
process leads to a relatively high yield, with more than 75% of
particles displaying efficient bubbling in water. Aluminum�
gallium�indium alloy particles were prepared using a similar
protocol but using gallium�indium eutectic (catalog #495425,
Sigma-Aldrich).

Reagents and Solutions. Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ 3 cm), con-
taining 0.05�0.1% Triton X-100 (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ,
USA), was used as propulsion media in most experiments.
Experiments in human serum samples were carried out by
mixing 0.2% Triton solution and human serum (from human
male AB plasma) (Sigma-Aldrich) at a 1:1 ratio. Experiments
involvingPBS (pH7.0) andcell culturemedia (catalogno. 15-040-CV,
Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA, USA) were carried out in pure media
containing 0.1% Triton X-100.

Equipment. Scanning electron microscopy images were ob-
tained with a Phillips XL30 ESEM instrument, using an accel-
eration potential of 20 kV. The micromotors are characterized
using EDX analysis (Oxford EDX attachment and Inca software
in ESEM) and by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (Horiba
XGT-5000 X-ray analytical microscope). Videos were captured
by an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Instrument Inc.
Ti-S/L100), coupled with 10� and 5� objectives, and a
Hamamatsu digital camera C11440 using the NIS-Elements
AR 3.2 software.
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